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Scheduling is an active area of research in applied artificial intelligence.  Scheduling problems

typically comprise several concurrent (and often conflicting) goals, and several resources which may
be allocated in order to satisfy these goals.  In many cases, the combination of goals and resources
results in an exponentially growing problem space.  As an immediate result, no deterministic method
exists for solving those problems in polynomial time.  Such problems are called NP-complete
problems, with respect to the exponential time and memory requirements necessary to reach optimal
solutions.  Approaches to scheduling have been varied and creative.  Examples of the different
underlying scheduling techniques are local search, simulated annealing, constraint satisfaction,
evolutionary computation, among others.  The problem is choosing the appropriate technique for a
specific type of scheduling application.

Scheduling problems are often complicated by a large number of constraints relating activities to
each other.  The mathematical evaluation function is highly complex and the search space is too large
with many local maximum [6].  The set-up times are one of the most common complications in
scheduling problems.  The set-up times are defined [4] as the time intervals between the end of a job
processing and the beginning of the next job.  In this time interval no jobs can be processed in the
machine. For single machine [5] scheduling problems without sequence-dependent set-up times, the
makespan is independent of the sequence and equal to the sum of the processing times.  When there
are sequence-dependent set-up times, the makespan depends on the schedule.

The single-machine scheduling problem with sequence-dependent set-up times can be described as
follows [1]:  a set of jobs a_b  .......... ced  have to be scheduled on one machine; each job fhg , i ∈ j  =
{ 1,........,k }  has a release date l
m , a processing time n7o , and a delivery time p�q .  Each job cannot be
processed before its release time.

The TSP is one of the most widely studied and challenging NP-hard combinatorial optimization
problems. Here, a travelling salesman wants to visit each of r  cities starting and ending at a designated
city 1. He visits no other city twice. Let cs t  ≥ 0 the cost (or distance) between city u  and city v . When
there is no direct connection between them, we assign cw x  = ∞. The optimization problem is to find a
minimum cost (shortest) tour.
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Hence scheduling problems are prime candidates for the application of Evolutionary Algorithms.
These algorithms have been used successfully in scheduling and travelling salesman problems (see for
example [1,2,3]).  The TSP is NP-hard, which probably means that any algorithm which computes an
exact solution of the TSP requires an amount of computation time which is exponential in the size of
the problem.

The similarities between the TSP and the single machine scheduling problem with sequence-
dependent set-up times are the following [6]: the jobs can be seen as cities, while the sequence-
dependent set-up times can be compared with the distance between the cities. Here the main goal is to
determine a job sequence (a schedule) with the minimal makespan. In this problem the cost to go from
job y_z   to job {Y|   can be different  to the cost of going from }Y~  to �_� .  Consequently, the asymmetric TSP
variant is necessary for solving this problem.

Michalewicz et al. and Tao et al. [7, 8] proposed an evolutionary algorithm based on a special inver-
over operator, which incorporates the knowledge taken from other individual in the population. The
operator is a mixture of inversion and recombination. The inversion is applied to a part of a single
individual, but the selection of a segment to be inverted depends on other individual in the population.
In figure 1 the scheme of this algorithm is showed. The method provided optimal or near-optimal
solution very fast and outperformed other evolutionary operators proposed in the past for the TSP
(PMX, OX, CX, ER, etc).
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In EAs the common approach to crossover is to operate once on each mating pair after selection.
Such procedure is known as the SCPC (Single Crossover Per Couple) approach. But in nature when
the mating process is carried out, crossover is applied many times and the consequence is a multiple
and variable number of offspring.  æèçYéëê§ì í�é�î)ï ðªñYòªòhñYó�î�ð�í�î¢ð�ï¢ñ�çôí�éµî  (MCPC) [10] is a novel crossover
method. For each mating pair MCPC allows a variable number of children. A posterior extension of
multirecombination, õ�öe÷ùø�ú û�÷µü�ý¢þhÿ���� ÿ���ü¢þ���ÿ���õ ö�÷
ø�ú û�÷µü%û��_þJü��7ø	�  (MCMP) allows multiple recombination
of multiple parents, expecting that exploitation and exploration of the problem space be adequately
balanced [11].  Both multirecombinative approaches are part of a wider family of EAs: those including
multiplicity of contributors and operators to exchange genetic material.  They are called 
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(MFEA).

Fig. 1. The Evolutionary algorithm using the inver-over
operator.



With a new perspective due to the nature of the operator, MFEAs can also be devised for the inver-
over operator. The idea is to continue applying on the same current 4 ’  individual, for a predetermined
number 576 of times, the inver-over operation expecting to find better solutions. In other words, when
comparing the evaluations of  8:9and ;(<  (original individual), if =?> does not improves @(A  then the loop for
the inver-over operation is repeated (B(C  again undergoes inver-over), for a maximum number D�E of
times. In this case, we facilitate that many other individuals of the population compete as donors until
eventually a better offspring is created.

We study the application of those operators for symmetric and asymmetric TSP; solving in this
way, the symmetric TSP and the scheduling problem with sequence-dependent set-up times,
respectively.F#GIH(JLK�M�NPO�GQH7NIR(HLS-T7ULVWULXLY�Z�[Q\L]_^

These multirecombinative variants of the inver-over approach, were applied to the Travelling
Salesman Problem and the single machine scheduling problem with sequence-dependent set-up times.
These variants were contrasted against the original method. Feasible offspring are generated by means
of the inver-over operator. At the light of these results we can conclude that: regarding quality of
results and speed to find near optimal solutions all methods including multirecombination outperform
the original method, concerning all the considered performance variables̀  their values are improved as
long as the number a7b  of inver-over operations is increased.  Particularly, the optimum was found
when one of the considered instances (br17) [9] was used for the scheduling problem with sequence-
dependent set-up times, under both approaches.

To determine potentials and limitations of the evolutionary approach on scheduling problems
further research include the study of the effect of more complex instances and other kinds of
scheduling problem.c#d�e�f�d�gQh7i'j7k�l7m
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